ABSTRACT. In this paper, an inductive procedure for describing the group of isotopy classes of null homotopic diffeomorphisms of a manifold is developed-this process depends on the handlebody structure of the manifold. This group is also shown to be finitely generated and in many cases abelian. 
0. Introduction. We present an inductive procedure for describing the group VÍM) of isotopy classes of diffeomorphisms of a simply connected manifold that yields particularly strong information about the subgroup VnÍM) homotopic to 1 (1 = the identity). A "resolution" of §niM) is obtained which relates the calculation of VniM) to groups of framed knots and homotopy problems. (We use i) and G> to denote spaces of diffeomorphisms and embeddings and V and E to denote the sets of isotopy classes.) This resolution is applied in [T] to describe a family of manifolds with finite diffeomorphism groups. We also show that VniM) is finitely generated (even if íTj(M) 4 0) and in many cases in^M) = 0 and dim ÍM) odd) is abelian. The development is straightforward and requires only one deep result, the following corollary of a theorem of Browder [B] .
Theorem. If Nn~k C Mn, M is 2-connected, N simply connected and k>3, then if defflíM), d\N is isotopic to the inclusion, modulo local knotting.
The procedure starts with a handlebody resolution of M (which we assume to be minimal) 
.CÍD(M/) = íD(M)
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(1) Partially supported by National Science Foundation Grant SD GU 3171. Copyright C 1974 . Amerion MltlKDUtical Society where S)(M.) is the group of diffeomorphisms of A1¿ which are 1 on dMi and S(Mf) C ®(AlJ+j) is the extension by 1 over the handle. In §1, we show that J)(M¿) is fibered over an appropriate space of embeddings with -D(Ail-_ j) as fiber.
Taking components, Tn+l = n0iViM0)) -»-► ""(COW,)) = nQÍVÍM))
has cokernels which are sets of isotopy classes of embeddings. Unless strong restrictions are put on the manifold, these sets are very hard to calculate. However, if we make the requirement that everything be homotopic to 1 (indicated by a superscript 77) the cokernels can be described in terms of framed knots, about which much is known, and homotopy terms. This description is presented in §2.
In §3, we adopt a different viewpoint and prove that VniM) is finitely generated and often abelian.
All manifolds will be assumed to be connected and simply connected and diffeomorphisms to be C°°. Unless stated to the contrary, all diffeomorphisms are the identity on the boundary. The author wishes to thank his colleagues, particularly Dennis Sullivan, for many helpful discussions, and the reviewer for his suggestions concerning §3. iDff(M) has an analogous definition. We abbreviate ÎF = 2)ff(M), 3)ff = íD^Al), ëT = ëT(Al), ë^i = ëTi(Al) and similarly without the superscript. If dM = 0 the homotopy conditions on S17 read "homotopic to the identity." j)7' is a group:
for if F, G: M x / -» Al x 7 are homotopies from 1 to / and g respectively, then F ° G and F are such homotopies for f° g and / .
Here, F~ denotes a homotopy inverse for F on ÍM x 7, fXAl x 7)) which exists by the following argument: F induces isomorphisms on the homotopy of M x I and <3(A1 x 7) and therefore, by the five lemma, on that of (Al x 7, <?(A1 x /)). Then by the Whitehead theorem, F is a relative-homotopy equivalence. (b) That the fibration of (a) restricts to this fibration follows from the local product structures on base and total space.
In order to understand the step from V to V , we consider a portion of the homotopy exact sequence V -» V -» E and look for information about E. This is very hard to come by unless the handle has high index (and therefore low dimensional transverse disc). Consideration of (b) 
It is the term EJ that Browder's result enables us to calculate. In the remainder of §2, we discuss primarily the map n0iR), whose image can be described in terms of groups of framed knots. Q/V has the following homotopy characterization: Let K(Al) denote the homotopy equivalences of Al relative (pointwise) to dM. Then
commutes (all maps inclusions) with J-= ketib °a), 3f = ker a. Therefore, a/3)nAl) « Q/DniM) « Image (a) n ker(è).
This term is finitely generated (a fact that follows from §3) but can be effectively Proof. The data for Browder's theorem are:
which fit together to give a": Al -» Al. iv and vQ denote normal disc and sphere bundles respectively.) As d is assumed to be homotopic to 1 and the necessary homology conditions follow from the connectivity, the result follows. 
The corollaries exploit the fact that [2A1, G/0] is a finitely generated abelian group since 7r*(G/0) is of finite type, G/0 is an 77-space and Al is compact.
Corollary 1. If Ln .(tr^M)) is finitely generated (e.g. if irAM) is finite or finitely generated abelian) then VnÍM)/ftíP) is finitely generated.
Corollary 2. If n^M) = 0, then VnÍM)/bPn^2 is finitely generated abelian where bPn+2 C T t -,VniM) . Thus, if n is odd, VniM) is finitely generated abelian.
Proofs. The corollaries follow easily from the theorem, using the facts that 
